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Ahlfors’ finiteness theorem and its two complements, namely the area-inequalities 
of Bers and the finiteness of the cusps due to Sullivan, are some of the central 
results in the modern theory of Kleinian groups. Their proofs are analytic whereas 
their conclusions have a geometric flavor. In this paper we have attempted to 
explain the topological and group-theoretic genesis of these theorems. Our 
approach is based on a relative version of the theorem “a tinitely generated 
3-manifold groups is finitely presented” due to Scott and Shalen. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.0) Let r be a Kleinian group, i.e., by definition, a discrete subgroup 
of Mobius transformations of the Riemann sphere S*. Let A be its limit set 
which may be defined as the closure of the set of fixed points of elements of 
infinite order in r The set 52 =def S* - A is called the set of discontinuity of 
f, for indeed it may be shown that r acts properly discontinuously on 
!2-i.e., for every compact set KE Q the set {y E I-‘[ yKn K # @} is finite. 
Classically one says that I’ is non-elementary if n has more than two points. 
This is equivalent to r being not virtually abelian. A central result in the 
modern theory of Kleinian groups is the following finiteness theorem of 
Ahlfors. 
(1.1) THEOREM (Ahlfors). If r is a finitely generated non-elementary 
* Both authors were partially supported by NSF grants. The first author also received 
partial support from the Max-Planck-Institut fiir Mathematik, Bonn, West Germany. 
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Kleinian group then r\Q has finitely many components each of which, as an 
orbifold, is a hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite type. 
(Recall that a Riemann surface is said to be of finite type if it is 
biholomorphic to a compact Riemann surface with at most finitely many 
points removed. Of course, (1.1) has content only when Q # 0.) 
Ahlfors’ proof of this theorem in [l] with a gap tilled by Greenberg 
(cf. [S]) and in a different way by Bers (cf. [2]) rests on showing tinite- 
dimensionality of certain spaces of holomorphic q-differentials. 
The theorem (1.1) has two major supplements. First, the area-inequality 
of Bers (cf. [3]) asserts that 
(1.2) THEOREM (Bers). In the situation of (l.l), 
& {the hyperbolic area of T\52} < 2(N- l), 
where N is the minimum number of generators of IY 
Now S2 may be regarded as the sphere at infinity of the hyperbolic 
3-space H3, which is the symmetric space for the Mobius group x P%,(C). 
So the Mobius group, and in particular r, extends to H3 u S2; and r acts 
properly discontinuously on s2 u H3. Hence M= T\{s2 u H3} is a 
3-manifold with boundary r\Q, and if r is torsion-free then int M has a 
structure of a hyperbolic 3-manifold, i.e., a complete Riemannian 
3-manifold with constant curvature - 1. The second supplement to (1.1) is 
due to Sullivan (cf. [14]). 
(1.3) THEOREM (Sullivan). Let r, IR be as in (l.l), r torsion free and N 
as in (1.2), and A4 as defined above. Then the 
(1.3.1) # {cuspsof M}d5N-4. 
The necessity of assuming r to be torsion free in Sullivan’s proof was 
pointed out by Kra. The finiteness of the number of cusps, under some 
topological regularity hypothesis, is due to Marden (cf. [ 12, Theorem 6.4]), 
and under a similar hypothesis Abikoff (cf. [ 14, p. 2911) obtained the upper 
bound 3N - 3 for the same number. 
The proofs of (1.1 b( 1.3) use some deep analysis whereas the conclusions 
have a strong geometric flavor. The motivation of this paper is to under- 
stand the underlying topology and group theory of this theorem. 
(1.4) Let r be a torsion-free group of orientation-preserving 
homeomorphisms of S2 acting properly discontinuously on a non-empty 
open subset Q c S’. Consider S2 as the boundary of a closed ball D3, and 
assume, first of all, that r extends continuously to D3 and acts properly 
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discontinuously on B u int D3. As noted previously, this condition is 
satisfied in the classical case. We now formulate “the Kleinian condition” 
as follows. 
(1.4.1) There is no r-invariant open subset 8,~ Q of S* such that 
the r-action on 52, u (int 0’) is properly discontinuous. 
Now M=r\(Qu (int D’)> is a 3-manifold with boundary 8A4 = r\Q. 
In this paper we show 
(1.5) MAIN THEOREM. Let 52, r, M be as above, and assume that (1.4.1) 
holds. Then aM has only finitely many components that are not open annuli 
or disks; moreover there are only finitely many homotopy classes (in M) of 
the annular components of JM. 
The proof of (1.5) provides more precise information. It will be explained 
in Section 2 that the group TX zc,(M) has finitely generated integer 
homology and well-defined Betti numbers hi(T) and the Euler charac- 
teristic x(T). If S is a surface of finite type, let us set 
(15.1) x-(S) =I max(O, -x(C)), 
where C ranges over the components of S. It will be shown in Section 3 
that if we exclude the trivial case r= {e> the following inequalities hold. 
Let c1 denote the number of homotopy classes of annular components 
(in M) of aM, and r denote the number of toral components of dM. Then 
(1.5.2) x - vhf) G -2x(r) 
(1.5.3) a+z< -3x(r)+ b,(T)+ 1. 
(1.6) Notice that in (1.2.1), since we are assuming r to be torsion 
free, the left-hand side, by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and (l.l), is 
Ix(r\Q)l = X-(aM). Write bi for bi(I’). If N is the minimum number of 
generators of r then b, G N. So 
-2x(T)= -2(1-b,+b,)<2(b,-1)<2(N-l), 
which is the right-hand side of (1.2.1). Thus, (1.5.2) explains and extends 
(1.2). 
(1.7) Next, in the classical case, a cusp of M corresponds to a con- 
jugacy class of maximal parabolic subgroups, and a neighborhood of such 
a cusp is homeomorphic to (an annulus) x R or (a torus) x R according as 
the parabolic subgroup is isomorphic to L or Z + Z. Also the annuli 
corresponding to distinct rank-l cusps are non-homotopic in M. Now 
(1.5.3) does not directly explain (1.3.1), since the cusps, by their very 
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definition, do not appear in 8M. Indeed, they would not show up even 
under quasi-conformal deformations of r. But it is possible to have 
topological deformation of r (in Homeo 03) which do not change the 
topology of int il4, but where the cusps would appear as annular or toral 
components of the boundary of the deformed M. This can be done by 
“blowing” of the cusp somewhat in the sense of real algebraic geometry. 
(More precisely, for each cusp of M, delete from D a r-invariant family of 
open horoballs which projects onto a neighborhood of the cusp in M. The 
closure of such a horoball meets 803 in a point, which is replaced by a 
circle which may be identified with the set of directions at the point 
tangential to 803. The resulting space Do is clearly homeomorphic to D. 
The r-action extends to D, since it was smooth on D.)’ Now the right- 
hand side of (1.53) is 
-3(1-br+b*)+b*+1<33b1-4<3N-4 
if b2 # 0. (The proof actually shows that if b2 = 0 then a + z < 3b, - 3 unless 
bl = 1 in which case c1+ r < 1.) So (1.53) explains and extends (1.3). 
(1.8) In the situation of (1.5), with T# {e}, M is aspherical with 
infinite fundamental group. So no component of dM can be a sphere. But it 
is not difficult to construct examples of non-virtually-abelian f’s so that 
some components of 8M can be annuli or tori. In fact, infinitely many 
annuli can also occur. It remains undecided, however, whether disks can 
also occur as components of aM. A 2-dimensional analogue of our main 
theorem is more precise: let r be a torsion-free, orientation-preserving, 
finitely generated group of homeomorphisms of Dz which acts property dis- 
continuously on 8 u (int D2), where 0 is a r-invariant open subset of an2 
satisfying “the Kleinian condition, ” i.e., (1.4.1) with S2 resp. D3 replaced by 
S’ resp. D2. Then r is topologically conjugate to a fuchsian group (in 
Homeo D2)---so N=T\{SZu (int D’)} is a 2-manifold with compact 
boundary-in particular no component of L?N can be an arc. 
(1.9) Throughout this paper we shall assume that the group r under 
consideration is torsion free. In case r is a finitely generated classical 
Kleinian group it is a relatively simple matter to pass to a torsion-free 
subgroup of finite index. In the topological case the existence of such a 
subgroup is a nontrivial question and probably cannot be settled by the 
elementary techniques of this paper. 
We note that by using the techniques and the ideas in this paper and in 
[lo, 111, M. Feighn and D. McCullough in an as yet unpublished work 
have further refined the results in this paper. 
1 The first author thanks J. McCarthy and J.-P. Otal for a useful conversation on this point. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
(2.0) From this section on we shall view Ahlfors’ theorem from the 
viewpoint of 3-dimensional topology. We shall try to separate the 
homological parts from those which depend on the homotopy con- 
siderations and then also point out the special features of the low-dimen- 
sional topology. It is amazing to see how these different features are 
intricately intertwined in the original analytic proof of Ahlfors. 
(2.1) A group G is said to have finitely generated integer homology if 
H,(G; Z) is finitely generated for all i> 0 and =0 for sufficiently large i. In 
this case define the Euler characteristic of G, denoted x(G), to be 
CE,(-l)‘dimH,(G;Q). 
It is easy to see that if two groups G, and G2 have finitely generated 
integer homology then so does their free product G, * G2. In fact, 
H,(G, * G,; Z) x Z, H,(G, * G,; Z) x Hi(G,; Z) + H,(G,, Z) for i> 1, and 
x(G, * GA = x(G,) + x(GJ - 1. 
Recall also that if G is finitely generated (resp. finitely presented) then 
H,(G; Z) is finitely generated for i < 1 (resp. i < 2). 
(2.2) In the sequel we shall often use the following fact from the 
homotopy theory. Let X, Y be two connected CW-complexes and let 
~l(-v jp ni( Y) be a homomorphism. Then there exists a cellular map 
X, +f Y from the 2-skeleton X, of X into Y such that f, = cp (defined w.r.t. 
a choice of a base-point). If in addition Y is aspherical, i.e., ni( Y) = 0 for 
i > 1, then f extends to a cellular map from X to Y. 
(2.3) Let ~ZZ, (M’) be finitely generated. Then H,(M; Z)Z 
H,(T; Z) z f/[& r] is finitely generated also. It is a well-known fact that if 
8M contains a handle, i.e., equivalently two simple closed curves inter- 
secting transversely at exactly one point, then at least one of the curves is 
non-homologous to zero in M; and if there are r disjoint handles then 
dim H1(M; Q) B r. This implies that if x1(M) is generated by n elements 
then 8M cannot contain more than n handles. Thus the real difficulty in the 
proof of Theorem (1.5) is to control the ends of 8M in the sense of [4] 
or [7]. 
If M3 is compact then the homology-sequence of the pair (M, 8M) and 
Lefschetz duality show x(&V) = 2x(M). If no component of &!4 is a sphere 
then each component of 8M has x < 0, so one has a bound for the number 
of components with x c 0 in terms of x(M). 
We shall be extending partially these considerations when M is non- 
compact which would “explain” the finiteness in Ahlfors’ theorem. 
We first recall some terminology and facts from 2- and 3-dimensional 
topology. 
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(2.4) Let S be a compact orientable surface of genus g with b 2 0 boun- 
dary components. Then the number of non-nullhomotopic, pairwise- 
non-homotopic disjoint simple closed curves and non-boundary-parallel 
properly embedded arcs’ is at most 3g - 3 + 2b if this number is > 0, and 1 
ifg=l, b=O, andOifg=O, b=Oor 1. 
(2.5) Let T be a compact, orientable surface in a connected orientable 
3-manifold h4 which is properly embedded, i.e., Tn ah4 = 8T. We say that 
T is incompressible in M if for every disk D c M with D n aT = aD, aD is 
the boundary of a disk in T. It is a standard consequence of Dehn’s lemma 
and the loop theorem (cf. [6] or [9]) that T is incompressible iff for each 
component Ti of T, the canonical map n,(Ti) + n,(T) is injective. It 
follows easily (for example, by van Kampen’s theorem and the theory of 
generalized free products) that if N is a compact, connected submanifold of 
M whose frontier3 is an incompressible surface then n,(N) + x,(M) is 
injective. 
(2.6) A connected, oriented 3-manifold M is said to be boundary- 
irreducible if for every properly embedded disk D E M (i.e., 3D = D n LJM), 
aD bounds a disk in aM. Again by Dehn’s lemma and the loop theorem 
this is equivalent to the fact that ni(S) + n,(M) is injective for every com- 
ponent S of aM. From this algebraic characterization it follows that if M is 
boundary-irreducible, so is any of its covering space. 
(2.7) It is a standard consequence of the sphere theorem (cf. [6,9]) 
that a connected 3-manifold M is aspherical iff 
(2.7.1) 
(i) M is not closed, or else n,(M) is infinite, 
(ii) every embedded 2-sphere in M bounds a compact simply con- 
nected submanifold. 
It follows that a connected 3-dimensional, proper submanifold of an 
aspherical 3-manifold is aspherical iff it satisfies (ii). 
(2.8) It was shown in [13] that if the fundamental group of a 
connected, orientable 3-manifold M is finitely generated then it is finitely 
presented. It had been shows previously (cf. [S]) that if n,(M) is finitely 
2 That is an arc a such that aa = a n &S and there does not exist an arc p c C% with da = ap 
such that a v /I bounds a disk. 
3 The frontier of N means the “boundary” in the sense of general topology; it will be 
denoted by Fr N. 
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presented, z&Z, and admits no non-trivial free-product decomposition then 
there is a compact 3-manifold NE int M such that aN is incompressible in 
M and ni( N) + n,(M) is an isomorphism. The main result of this section is 
essentially a relative version of the latter result. 
(2.9) If rxrrl (M3) is finitely generated then by the remarks in (2.1) 
and (2.8), H,(T; Z) is finitely generated for i 6 2. Moreover, suppose that 
M3 is a connected aspherical manifold. Then H,(T; E) x H,(M; Z’) for all i, 
and of course H,(M; Z) =0 for i>4 and H,(M, Z) z Z (resp. 0) if M is 
closed and orientable (resp. otherwise). So in this case f has finitely 
generated integer homology. 
(2.10) DEFINITION. Let G be a group, and Gi, . . . . G,, k 20, its sub- 
groups &e. (k= 0 means the collection of subgroups is empty.) We say 
that G is decomposable relative to G,, . . . . Gk if either (i) G “N Z and k = 0 or 
(ii) G = H1 * Hz, a free product with H, # {e} #Hz such that each Gi is 
contained in a conjugate of H, or H,. 
Evidently, “decomposability rel. to G,, . . . . Gp depends only on the 
conjugacy classes of G;s. 
Also “indecomposable rel. to G1, . . . . GT will mean “not decomposable 
rel. to G,, . . . . Gk.” 
(2.11) LEMMA. Let G be a subgroup of a free product A * B, 
A # {e} # B. Let G,, . . . . Gk, k 20, be subgroups of G such that each Gi is 
conjugate to a subgroup of A or of B. Suppose that G is indecomposable 
relative to G,, . . . . Gk then G is contained in a conjugate of A or B and, in 
fact, all Gis are conjugates of subgroups of A or all of them conjugates of 
subgroups of B. 
Proof This is immediate from the Kurosh subgroup theorem. Q.E.D. 
(2.12) The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following. 
PROPOSITION. Let M be a connected, aspherical 3-manifold such that 
J’= a,(M) is finiteIy generated and & {e}. Let T,, . . . . Tk, k 2 0, be compact, 
connected, mutually disjoint surfaces contained in aM. Let cpi: nl( Ti) + r be 
the maps induced by the inclusion and Ti = im ‘pi (which are well-defined up 
to conjugacy). Suppose ri # {e} and r is indecomposable rel. to Ti. Then 
there is a compact, connected, aspherical 3-mantfold NE M such that 
T, u . ’ . v Tk z N and the canonical map A,(N) + a r is an isomorphism. 
The proof extends over (2.13k(2.18). 
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(2.13) A submanifold N of A4 is called ample if 
(2.13.1) 
(i) N is compact and connected, 
(ii) NnaM= T,u T2u es. u T,, 
(iii) There is a homomorphism T_+fi rc,(N) which is a right-inverse 
to the canonical homomorphism n,(N) +a r, 
i.e., a. /I = 1, such that for i = 1,2, . . . . k the diagram 
commutes modulo inner automorphism of r. (The slanted arrows are 
induced by inclusion and are defined modulo inner automorphism of r.) 
If N is ample, clearly by (iii) the map a is surjective. Now if Fr N is 
incompressible then by (2.5), a is also injective. Thus to prove (2.12) we 
need to produce an aspherical ample submanifold with incompressible 
frontier. 
Notice that if N, N, are submanifolds of M with N ample, N c N,, and 
N1 satisfies (i) and (ii) then N1 is ample also. 
(2.14) LEMMA. There exists an ample submanifold of hf. 
Proof We know r= n,(M) is finitely presented. Choose a finite 2-com- 
plex K and an isomorphism 1: z,(K) --f r. Let a,=J-’ o(pi, where 
cpi: x,(Ti) + r are the canonical maps. By (2.2), ai is induced by a map 
fi: Ti --) K. Let Zi be the mapping cylinder4 of fi, and L be the complex 
obtained from the disjoint union of K and 2,‘s by identifying K with its 
image in each Zi. So L is a 3-dimensional complex containing K as a defor- 
mation retract and T;s are naturally identified with disjoint subcomplexes 
of L. Again by (2.2), J is induced by a map K-J M, which extends to a 
map L + g M (since there exists a deformation-retraction L + K). By con- 
struction, gl Ti induces (pi, so g 1 T, is homotopic to the inclusion map 
Ti% M. By the homotopy extension property for polyhedra, we may 
assume that after modifying g by a homotopy if necessary (and still calling 
it g), we have g( T, is the inclusion map Ti G M. By a further general- 
position homotopy we may assume that g(L) n c?M= Uf= 1 Tim 
Now let N be a regular neighborhood of g(L) such that 
4Recall that Zi= {(T,x [0, l])uK}/-, where for x E T, one identifies (x, 1) with f,(x). 
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Nn aM= uF= i Ti. Then N is ample: indeed set fl= g, 0 J-‘, where we 
consider g, as the map rc,(L) + nl(N). It is easy to see that the conditions 
in (2.13.1) hold. Q.E.D. 
(2.15) Cutting or Thickening along a Compressing Disk. Let N be a 
3-dimensional submanifold of a 3-manifold M such that Fr N is a com- 
pressible surface, i.e., by definition, there exists a 2-disk D c int M such that 
D n Fr N = dD and aD does not bound a disk in Fr N. Such a disk is called 
a compressing disk. A compressing disk D is contained either in N or in 
M- int N. Let E c int M be a regular neighborhood of D in N or 
M - int N, and set N, = N - E or N u E. In the first (resp. second) case we 
shall say that N, is obtainedfrom N by cutting along D (resp. by thickening 
along D). 
(2.16) LEMMA. Let N be an ample submanifold of M with compressible 
frontier. Suppose D E N is a compressing disk, and N, if obtained from N by 
cutting along D. Then N, itself or a component of N, is ample. 
Proof. There are two possibilities: either N, is connected or it has 
two components say A and B. In the first (resp. second) case 
n,(N) = n,(N,) * Z (resp. n,(N) = rc,(A) * rri(B)); cf. the first (resp. 
second) diagram below : 
Case 1. (7rI(N)=zI(N1) * Z). Since D is disjoint from T, u 
T2u ... u Tk it is clear that ri = im vi are contained in the conjugates of 
n,(N,) in z,(N). So since r is, by hypothesis, indecomposable w.r.t. ri, it 
follows by (2.9) that r is conjugate to a subgroup of n,(N,). This provides 
the required homomorphism /?: r+ a,(N,), making N, ample. 
Case 2. (zIll(N) = xi(A) * z,(B)). By the argument as in Case 1, now ri 
are conjugates of subgroups of n,(A) or of nl(B). So by (2.11), r is con- 
jugate to a subgroup of n,(A) or a,(B)--say of n,(A). Then as above A is 
ample. Q.E.D. 
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(2.17) We note one more property of an ample submanifold: let D be a 
compressing disk for an ample submanifold N, then ao does not bound a 
disk in 8N. Indeed aD lies in Fr N and does not bound a disk in Fr N. So if 
it bounds a disk A in aN then A G N n aM, so A contains one of the T;s, 
say T,. But then r1 = (e}, contrary to the hypothesis. 
(2.18) Proof of (2.12). As noted in (2.13), we need to produce an 
aspherical ample submanifold with incompressible frontier. By (2.14) we 
know that ample submanifolds exist. To an ample manifold N attach its 
complexity: C(N)=def Ce { 1+ (genus B)2}, where B runs over the com- 
ponents of JN. Let N, be an ample submanifold with the least complexity. 
We show that N, is aspherical and has incompressible frontier. 
Let Clint N,, be a %-sphere. By (2.7) we need to show that Z bounds a 
compact, simply connected submanifold in N,,. Since M is aspherical there 
exists such a submanifold E E A4. If E 0 N, then N1 = N, u E is a compact 
connected submanifold. Clearly N1 n ail4 = N n aM = T1 u . . . u Tk. So by 
the remark in (2.13), N, is ample. Now the components of aN, are among 
those of JN,, and clearly aN, has at least one component less than those in 
aN,. So C(N,) < C(N,,), contradicting the definition of No. So N, is 
aspherical, In particular no component of aN,, is a sphere. (For otherwise 
N, would be simply connected, and so r= {ej, contrary to our 
hypothesis.) 
Next suppose that Fr N, is compressible. Let D be a compressing disk, 
and aD G the component B of aN,. 
Case 1 (D SE No). Let N, be obtained from N by thickening along D. 
Again as above N, is ample. If B - aD is disconnected then the components 
of aN, are those of aN except that B is replaced by two components B,, B2 
such that genus B = genus B, + genus B,. Also genus Bi > 0, i = 1,2, for 
otherwise D would not be a compressing disk by (2.17). It is now clear that 
C(N,) < C(N,,)-a contradiction. If B- tJD is connected then the com- 
ponents of N, are those of N except that B is replaced by a component B1 
with genus B, = genus B - 1. So again C( N, ) < C( N&-a contradiction. 
Case 2 (D E N,). Let N, be obtained from N, by cutting along D. By 
(2.14), Ni itself or a component of N,, say A, is ample. If N1 is connected 
than as in Case 1, C(N,) < C(N,)-a contradiction. If N, is not connected, 
clearly the components of dA are among the components of aN1 except 
that B is replaced by a component of lower genus. So again 
C( N,) < C(N,+a contradiction. 
These contradictions show that N, has incompressible frontier. This 
finishes the proof of (2.12). Q.E.D. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
(3.0) Recall that r is a torsion-free, properly discontinuous, orien- 
tation-preserving group of homeomorphisms of O3 which acts properly 
discontinuously on D v (int D3), where D is an open subset of 803 and the 
Kleinian condition (1.4.1) holds. We set A = a03-sZ and h4= T\D3-A. 
Since D3 -A is contractible, M is aspherical. 
(3.1) LEMMA. A connected, simply connected 3-dimensional submangold 
K which is a closed subset of M and whose frontier is a finite union 
D,vD,u ... v D, of properly embedded disks, i.e., Din aM = aDi. Then K 
is compact. 
K should be thought of as in the following diagram. 
Proof: Lift K to a connected simply connected submanifold R of 
D3 - A. Let=. be i&s closure in D,‘. It is easy to see that for all y E r-- {e}, 
we have y(K) n (K) = 0. Also K--KG aD3. If 3-R g 0 then clearly it 
will have a nonempty (Zdimensional) interior, say L. and r will act 
properly di&ontinuously on (D3 - A) u {u, E r yL}, which contradicts 
(1.4.1). So K = J?, i.e., f and hence K is compact. Q.E.D. 
(3.2) First Reduction. We can write BM = u; i Si, where Si is an open 
subsurface of finite type, Si c Si + 1, and each component of Si is incom- 
pressible in the component of aM in which it lies. Set Mi = Si u { int M). 
Note that together with M, each Mi satisfies the property mentioned in 
(3.1), namely : 
(3.2.1) A connected, simply connected, 3-dimensional submanifold K 
which is a closed subset of Mi and whose frontier is a union of finitely 
many properly embedded disks is compact. 
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(3.2.2) We shall call K as in (3.2.1) a test-submanifold. 
(3.2.3) Now the right-hand sides of (1.52) and (1.5.3) depend only 
on int M, and are finite. So if we establish (15.2) and (1.5.3) for Mi, 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . then they clearly hold for M and Theorem B would also be 
proved. In other words, it suffices to show 
PROPOSITION. Let M be an orientable aspherical 3-manifold such that cYM 
is offinite type, and TX n,(M) isfinitely generated and 4 (e>. Suppose that 
M satisfies (3.2.1). Then (1.5.2) and (1.5.3) hold. 
(3.3) Remarks. (i) Let D be a properly embedded disk in M, U= 
a regular neighborhood of D in M, and N = M - int U. If M satisfies 
(3.2.1) so does N. 
(Indeed, let K be a test-submanifold of N. By an ambient isotopy (in N) 
we may remove the intersection of K with Fr U (in M). Now the Fr K 
(in M) is a union of finitely many embedded disks. Since M satisfies (3.2.1), 
K is compact.) 
(ii) Let M be an orientable, connected, aspherical 3-manifold. 
Assume z,(M) $ (e > and M is boundary-irreducible (cf. (2.6)). Then M 
satisfies (3.2-l). 
(Indeed let K be a test-submanifold and Fr K is a union of properly 
embedded disks Di, i = 1,2, . . . . r. By boundary-irreducibility aD, bounds a 
disk 0; in 8M. So by (2.7), Diu 0: bounds a simply connected compact 
submanifold Ej of M. For each i, either Kr: Ei or Kn Ei = Di. If KG Ei for 
some i then K is clearly compact. But otherwise M = K u E, u ..’ u E, and 
so n,(M) = {e>, a contradiction.) 
.(3.4) Second Reduction. Suppose M, r are as in (3.2.3) and M is boun- 
dary-reducible (cf. (2.6)). Let D be a properly embedded disk in M such 
that c?D does not bound a disk in aM. Let U be a regular neighborhood of 
D and N= M-int U. 
Case 1 (D separates M). Let N,, N, be two components of N. By (3.3) 
each of N,, N2 satisfies (3.2.1). We note that n,(N,) + {e} $ n,(N,). For 
otherwise, say rcn,(N,)z (e}. Since N, satisfies (3.2.1), we see that N, must 
be compact and 8N, - N S* but then dD would bound a disk in aM--a 
contradiction. Also both N,, N, are orientable and aspherical and their 
boundaries are of finite type. Moreover 
is a non-trivial free product. By Grushko’s theorem each of zl(Ni), i = 1,2, 
has fewer minimum number of generators than f, and so by induction on 
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the minimum of generators we may assume that (1.52) and (1.53) hold for 
N, and NZ. But then 
x-(aM)=X-(aN,)+X-(aN,)+2 
Q -a!(~n,W,)) -2X(71,W,)) + 2 
= -Q!hW1) * w%))~ 
= -wn 
i.e., (15.2) holds for M. Second, the toral and annular components of aM 
are clearly disjoint from D. So if ai, ti denote the number of homotopy 
classes (in aNi) of the annular components and the number of toral com- 
ponents of aNi, i= 1,2, and a, z denote the number of homotopy classes 
(in aM) of the annular components and the number of toral components of 
aM, then’ 
SO 
a + z < a1 + z1 + a2 + z2 < -3~(n,(N,)) + b,(n,(N,)) + 1 
-3x(n,W*)) + b2(7bW2)) + 1 
= -3{~(T)+l}+b,(T)+2 
< -3x(T) + b,(T) + 1. 
So (1.53) also holds for M. 
Case 2 (D does not separate M). If rc,(N) w  {e} then clearly 
zi(M) z 2 and aM is a torus, So (1.5.2) and (1.5.3) are valid for M. So 
assume n,(N) $ {e}. Again N is orientable, aspherical with i3N of finite 
type, and 
As before, by induction on the minimum number of generators we may 
assume that (1.5.2) and (1.5.3) hold for N. By a calculation as above we see 
that they hold for M also. 
In other words we have shown 
(3.4.1) PROPOSITION. It sufJices to prove (3.2.3) under the additional 
assumption that M is boundary-irreducible. 
51n fact a=a,+a, also. 
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(3.5) Third Reduction. Now suppose M, r are as in (3.2.3), and M is 
boundary-irreducible but r is decomposable relative to Gi = 
im(rr,(T,) + T), where Ti, i= 1,2, . . . . k, are the non-simply connected 
components of 8M. (Note that Gj $ {e} by the boundary-irreducibility.) If 
TX Z and k = 0, clearly (1.52) and (1.5.3) hold for M. So suppose 
i-d-, * r, (a non-trivial product) 
and each Gi is conjugate to a subgroup of r1 or r2-say, by reindexing if 
necessary, Gls, 1 < i< 1, are conjugate to subgroups of Tl and G;s, 
I + 1~ i < k, are conjugate to subgroups of T2. Let aj be the covering of M 
w.r.t. rj, j = 1,2. There exist components Ti, 1 < i < I (resp. I + 1~ i 6 k), of 
afi, (resp. aa,) which are mapped homeomorphically onto Ti. Set 
N, = (int ai) u T, u F> u . . , T,;, 
N,=(intfi,)uT1+,u ... uT~. 
By (2.6), &?j and N, are boundary-irreducible. By induction on the 
minimum number of generators we may assume that (1.5.2), (1.53) hold 
for Nj, j= 1,2. As in (3.4) one sees that (1.5.2), (1.5.3) also hold for M. 
In other words, 
(3.5.1) PROPOSITION. It suffices to prove (3.2.3) under the assumptibns 
that M is boundary-irreducible and r is indecomposable relative to 
Gi = im(rc 1( Ti) --f r), where Ti are the non-simply connected components 
of aM. 
(3.6) Proof of (3.2.3). We make in addition the assumptions stated 
above. Let T/ be compact subsurfaces which are deformation-retracts of Ti. 
By (2.12) there exists a compact connected aspherical 3-manifold Nc M 
such that T; u ... u T; c N and the canonical map n,(N) -a r is an 
isomorphism. Also by boundary-irreducibility rci( T;) 5 Gi. In particular no 
component of aT/ is contractible in M. So no component of aN- 
int{T,‘u ... u TL} is a disk. Also since N is aspherical and r ;t: (e}, no 
component of aN is a sphere. So every component of aN - 
int{ T; u . . . u TL} has Euler characteristic 60. Hence 
x-(aM)= - f x(T;)< -x(aN)= -2x(N)= -2~(n,(N))= -2x(T), 
i=l 
which proves (1.5.2). 
Next let U be the union of the toral components of aM, so U has r com- 
ponents. Clearly U c aN. Let V denote the toral components of aN - U, 
and W the remaining components of aN. Then the number a of homotopy 
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classes (in 8M) of the annular components of aA is at most the maximum 
number of disjoint, non-nullhomotopic and pairwise non-homotopic simple 
closed curves in Vu W. The maximum number of such curves in V is just 
the number u of components of V, and this number in W is 
- ;x( w) = - ;x(alv) = -3x(~) = -~x(~L,(N)) = -3x(r); 
cf. (2.4). On the other hand, 
u + z < # components of aN 
<b,(N) + 1 = b*(f) + 1. 
Thus 
a+z<u-;X(W)+z< -3x(T)+&(T)+ 1, 
which proves (1.5.3). 
This finishes the proof of (3.2.3) and hence of Theorem (1.5). Q.E.D. 
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